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Dear colleague,
Citizens Advice provides free, independent and impartial advice to anyone who needs it.
We are the statutory advocate for energy and post consumers and run the national
consumer helpline. Last year we helped 2.7 million people with 6.3 million problems.
We are pleased to respond to the Government’s consultation on Modernising consumer
markets and look forward to working with it in the coming months and years to fix the
market failures it identifies.
We welcome the ambitious analysis the Government has put forward and its
acknowledgement that markets have too often tilted towards companies’ benefit and
away from consumers’. We also support its understanding of the ways in which markets
fail consumers, its proposals to rank firms on how they treat loyal customers and its new
strategic steer for the Competition and Markets Authority.
Having set the Government’s ambitions appropriately high, bold action will be expected to
fix the problems it sets out. In summary, our principal recommendations are that
Government should:
●
●
●
●

Fund a statutory, independent consumer advocate in the telecoms market
Make firms publish how much they are overcharging loyal consumers and take
further, evidenced action to reduce price differentials in essential markets
Enshrine minimum standards for people with mental health conditions in essential
markets
Extend mandatory dispute resolution to every market, but particularly the used car
and home improvement markets

We offer brief commentaries on each issue, which are addressed in more detail in
subsequent answers to your questions. We also make further recommendations in our
answers to selected questions below.
We recognise that time for parliamentary business is at a premium and that much action
can be taken to help consumers without primary legislation. However, issues like giving
the CMA proper civil fining powers, creating statutory advocacy for telecoms consumers
and enhancing consumers’ data portability rights might best be addressed by a short,
targeted Consumer Bill. In thinking about the next steps for the Green Paper, we urge the
Government to give legislative options due consideration.
The need for telecoms advocacy
Broadband and mobile phone services are essential services and consumers have more
problems with their telecoms provider than any other essential service: 27.6 million
problems each year1. Yet unlike other essential services such as water, energy and post,
there is no independent consumer advocate. As we know from other sectors, a small
C
 itizens Advice/Oxford Economics, ‘Consumer detriment: counting the cost of consumer
problems’ (2016).
1
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investment in consumer advocacy could make a serious dent in reducing consumer
detriment and improve the functioning of the market. In water, for example, consumer
advocacy has helped 250,000 low income consumers reduce their bills by up to 80%2. In
energy, we helped reduce consumers’ energy bills by £300m3, by shining a spotlight on
the profits of energy network companies and encouraging them to return money to
consumers.
But a consumer advocate can do more than just expose and help fix existing detriment. In
the big conversations about the future of these markets - from the rollout of full-fibre
broadband to mobile spectrum allocation and the relationship between BT and
Openreach - the conversation is one between regulators and industry. Given how pivotal
telecoms is to the wider economy, it’s critical that the voices of consumers and small
businesses are also heard.
Our detailed views on telecoms advocacy are set out in response to Question 5.
Measuring the loyalty penalty in essential markets
We welcome the Government’s proposals to produce scorecards for providers in essential
markets across a range of metrics. We think each of the metrics that the Government sets
out in the Green Paper are important.
However, we have focussed in particular on its proposals for price differentials. This is
partly because our research on the loyalty penalty suggests fruitful ways in which they can
be measured. However, principally it is because we think excessive price differentials are
the biggest way in which markets fail consumers at present. To fix this problem, we need
better estimates of which firms are overcharging their consumers most. When properly
measured, regulators can also use these scorecards to set companies targets to reduce
the loyalty penalty.
We set out our detailed views on how to measure loyalty in response to Question 4.
Ensuring there are minimum standards for people with mental health conditions in
essential markets
Our recent research (appended as Appendix A: Beyond good practice guides) finds that
people are unaware they can get support with their essential services, that they struggle
to access it without help and - critically - that the support is patchy, inconsistent and
unreliable.
Mental health has rightly been a priority for this Government and we welcome the Green
Paper’s focus on minimum standards for people with mental health problems in essential
markets. As we argue in our response to Question 17, we believe this should be the first
priority for the Government’s Consumer Forum. This is an area where quick and concrete
action is required, driven at the highest governmental and regulatory level.
2
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Annual Report and Accounts 2016-17, C
 C Water
The postcode lottery in energy profits, Citizens Advice, 2018
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Extending alternative dispute resolution
Last year, three million people experienced a severe financial impact as a result of a
consumer problem, and over two million suffer damage to their home or property.
Simple, non-court based resolutions to these problems are essential for well-functioning
markets.
We still believe that the best solution to this is the simplest: mandate alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) in all markets, irrespective of type or size of transaction. However, we
recognise that mandatory ADR would require a significant change in regulatory approach
and the potential cost impacts on business need to be considered.
We therefore agree that in the immediate term, sectors where the size of the detriment is
high should be prioritised. We welcome the Government’s intent to address this in the
housing market4 and believe it should also be extended to used cars and home
improvements (areas where our Consumer Service currently sees the highest volume of
problems).
In response to Questions 12-15, we set out the scale of the problems in these markets, as
well as proportionate ways in which mandatory ADR could be implemented.
——————
If significant progress is made on the preceding four key issues, then the Government will
have taken important steps to help fix many consumer markets.
But it would still leave problems unresolved - particularly insofar as they relate to the
loyalty penalty. Measuring the extent of the loyalty penalty is welcome and will provide
firms with some reputational incentives to avoid it. But further action is likely needed to
meet the Government’s ambition ‘ to safeguard consumers who, for whatever reason, remain
loyal to their existing providers so that they are not materially disadvantaged.’5
These problems are complex and do not elicit easy answers. But given that loyal
customers can pay nearly £1,000 per year for essential services, they need to be tackled
nonetheless.
What works best depends on the market in question. An evidence based approach to
understanding the advantages and limits of each approach is also necessary.
On the one hand, we know that demand-side interventions to help people switch are
essential. In our own experience, we help 72,000 people in or at risk of fuel poverty
engage with the energy market and provided information to a further 600,000 people
through our Energy Best Deal programme6. This is why we welcome the Government’s use
of competition, to help consumers use technology get on to better deals. We’d also
For more detail on how this should be implemented, please see our report R
 edressing the balance
Modernising consumer markets, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy
6
Energy Best Deal 2017, Citizens Advice
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welcome the opportunity to work with the Government and regulators on using
technology to help more people: in particular, as we note in response to your questions
on data portability, the problems with connecting low-income and vulnerable consumers
with automatic switching services only partly stem from technological immaturity. More
often, companies offering these services lack the trust and access to reach the consumers
who need help most.
But we also know that, at least for the foreseeable future, this is unlikely to be a total
solution. Well targeted interventions to encourage switching are low cost and make a
difference at the margins. But they are not a panacea: millions of households still do not
switch. Robust investigations into the efficacy of these interventions find real but limited
impacts - for example, Ofgem’s letter to disengaged customers7 increased switching, but
only from 1% to 2.9% in the trial period. A similar picture is painted by Professor Amelia
Fletcher in her review of the efficacy of demand-side remedies8, who finds that ‘a number
of demand-side remedies, of various sorts, have had beneficial effects. However, many have not
been as effective as intended, and a few may even have had unintended negative
consequences’.
So we are both convinced of the need for demand-side remedies but recognise the
evidence that suggests their impact is important but limited. When loyal consumers are
overpaying by almost £1,000 in six essential markets - a penalty particularly paid by
low-income consumers9 - the Government should not be satisfied with remedies that only
solve a small proportion of this detriment.
Appropriate regulation of companies’ pricing structures - as the Government has done in
the energy market - is proportionate to the size of the problem. And when 96% of
consumers think the loyalty penalty is unfair, these interventions are likely to be popular.
But they also carries significant risks to competitive dynamics in the market, so must be
carefully considered. In certain circumstances, price discrimination can intensify
competition10 and there are certainly examples of well-intentioned attempts to regulate
price differentials in the UK that failed11.
The Government has ably avoided the possible pitfalls of pricing interventions in energy,
by targeting a price cap to a problem: incumbents setting significantly higher prices for a
large, unengaged consumer base. However, this particular tool is unlikely to apply to
One letter that triples energy switching, The Behavioural Insights Team, February 2018
The Role of Demand-Side Remedies in Driving Effective Competition: A Review for Which,
Professor Amelia Fletcher, November 2016
9
For example, low-income consumers are 29% more likely to have had the same energy contract
for at least four years and 22% more likely to have had the same insurance contract for at least
four years (Source: Citizens Advice, T
 he cost of loyalty’, 2018)
10
Tariff diversity m
 ay have led to greater broadband adoption in the EU, for example (Source: Tariff
Diversity and Competition Policy — Drivers for broadband adoption in the European Union, July
2017)
11
For example, limits on how much energy companies could charge their pre-privatisation region’s
customers led to many suppliers increasing prices for acquisition deals, rather than lowering
everyone’s prices. (Source: Consumer Choice and Competition Policy: a Study of UK Energy
Markets, Waddams, Price and Waterson)
7
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markets where there is greater product diversity and different competitive dynamics - but
where the loyalty penalty is just as prevalent.
We believe that more robust interventions are nonetheless likely to be necessary in other
markets - applying the same spirit of regulatory radicalism to the specific nature of the
problem in other markets. That is the key question for us: how do regulators and
Government best intervene to protect loyal consumers, without adversely affecting
competition and average prices in the market. This will be a major research focus for us in
the coming months, as fixing the loyalty penalty remains the most important challenge for
consumer markets.
——————
We also offer comment on other questions insofar as we have informed views or evidence
on them. This response is not confidential and may be published in full on your website.
Kind regards,
Morgan Wild
Senior Policy Researcher, Citizens Advice
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Measuring loyalty: response to Question 4
What is the best way to publish performance data so that it incentivises firms to
improve and can be used by consumers when taking decisions? Should firms also
offer discounts or compensation for poor performance?

Summary
The Government and regulators should develop performance metrics for companies and
digital comparison tools in their sectors, including data on price differentials, consumer
engagement, service quality and complaints across these sectors.
There is an opportunity for trusted consumer advocates to publish much of this
information. Consumer organisations like Citizens Advice are better placed to produce
many of these materials, because we have more day to day interaction with consumers
than regulators. This makes us well suited to test, iterate and promulgate these tools. We
currently produce a ‘star rating’ tool that compares domestic energy providers’ customer
service on five objective metrics, including complaints data12. We think this provides an
excellent template for how scorecards on customer service could be developed in other
markets.
We have also developed specific proposals on how scorecards could measure price
differentials in the regulated markets where we have identified a loyalty penalty
(excluding energy): broadband, mobile, savings, insurance and mortgages. We’ve focused
on this issue both because of our prior expertise in this area, but also because of the
sheer scale of detriment experienced by (often vulnerable, low-income) consumers. The
Government should move to get regulators in a position to publish these scorecards as
soon as possible.
There is scope for discounts or compensation for poor performance, similar to that
delivered in some sectors (particularly energy) through Guaranteed Standards. The
Government and regulators should also give consideration to forcing companies to waive
exit fees when services fail - as we have asked for in relation to broadband exit fees where
service quality is substandard.

12

Compare domestic energy suppliers’ customer service, Citizens Advice
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Detailed proposals for measuring the loyalty penalty
in essential markets
The Government’s Green Paper, M
 odernising consumer markets13, sets out an ambition for
reducing the loyalty penalty in regulated markets. Our research has shown that people
face a loyalty penalty of as much as £987 across six essential markets - more than 4
months’ worth of food for the average household. And it’s often vulnerable consumers
who pay the most.
We think that reducing the loyalty penalty should be the focus for improving many
consumer markets. If the Government and regulators can reduce it, then they’ll
substantially increase the disposable income of many households - particularly for those
who are on low incomes or vulnerable14.
One of the Green Paper’s proposals is to direct regulators to produce scorecards to
provide ‘a set of comparable data on consumer outcomes such as price differentials, consumer
engagement, service quality, and complaints across these sectors.’15
We agree with this proposal and the scope of the metrics. These scorecards will have
broadly three purposes:
1) As an input to digital comparison tools, adding to the information that consumers
have available when making switching decisions
2) As a reputational incentive for firms, by naming and shaming those who engage in
unfair pricing strategies or offer poor services
3) As an analytical tool for regulators, Government and consumer advocates, allowing
interested parties to analyse the breadth and depth of consumer detriment
The metrics which the Government proposes are appropriate. This paper focuses on price
differentials, both because of our prior work on identifying the problem and the urgency
for tackling the loyalty penalty. Already, highlighting this problem has focussed industry &
regulators’ minds to tackle it: most notably, public disquiet at overcharging loyal
customers precipitated the Government’s action to end the loyalty penalty in the energy
market, due to the scale of the exploitation identified.
If the Government is going to meet its ambition to end unfair price differentials in other
markets, it will need to be able to measure them accurately - both in terms of how many
people are overpaying and for how long.

Modernising consumer markets: green paper, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy, April 2018
14
We found that low-income consumers are 22% more likely to be paying a loyalty penalty in
insurance, for example.
15
Modernising consumer markets: green paper, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy, April 2018
13
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We outline three approaches for estimating price differentials between new and loyal
consumers, based on our data and previous research. But there will also be other markets
where there’s a loyalty penalty but a lack of available data to estimate it. We think this
could include pensions and current accounts, for example. This underscores the need for
effective information, since if we cannot work out how much consumers are punished for
their loyalty in these markets, it’s highly unlikely consumers themselves can.
In measuring price differentials, and other elements regarding scorecards, it’s important
that Government doesn’t let perfection be the enemy of the good. Prompt action is
required and we do not expect the first attempt to get everything right. The Government
should be directing regulators to publish this information as quickly as possible, iterating
and improving the process along the way.
We set out:
1) The way the loyalty penalty is measured in the energy market
2) Why this is unlikely to work in other markets
3) Three options for estimating the loyalty penalty in other markets:
a) Measuring the loyalty penalty for basic products
b) Measuring the loyalty penalty for representative products
c) Measuring the loyalty penalty at the firm level
We think each option will be able to capture interesting data for each market. But only the
third option will establish market wide data for every market where the loyalty penalty
exists and give the depth of knowledge about how long different consumer cohorts are
overpaying for. We therefore think, while any increase in information would be useful,
looking to firms to produce this information themselves is likely to be the best approach.

The approach in energy
Among regulators, Ofgem has made the most progress in measuring the loyalty penalty in
the electricity and gas markets. They estimate it for customers on standard variable tariffs
(the default tariff for non prepayment customers after a fixed deal has expired) with the
10 largest suppliers in the market. This gives excellent coverage of the scale of the
problem. They use the following data:
●
●

The proportion and number of customers on a standard variable tariff (SVT) (data
requested from suppliers)
Average weekly prices for a) standard variable tariff, b) the supplier’s cheapest
tariff and c) the market’s cheapest tariff (data from Energyhelpline)

Consumers have different rates of consumption, so there is considerable variability in
what they in fact pay. To adjust for this, Ofgem assumed a particular customer type - a
dual fuel direct debit customer with a typical consumption pattern.

9

This simple approach yields the data shown in Figure 1. The fifth column shows ‘within
company’ price differentials; the final column shows price differentials compared to the
best deal available on the market.
Figure 1: Price differentials in the energy market16
Supplier

Proportion of
non-PPM
customer
accounts on
SVT

Total
non-PPM
customer
accounts

Average SVT price
and relative
ranking bracketed
in ascending order

£differenc
e to
supplier's
cheapest
tariff

£ difference
relative to
market
cheapest
tariff

First
Utility

23%

179,433

1,132 (5)

224

326

OVO
Energy

28%

149,573

1,097 (2)

127

291

Co-opera
tive
Energy

35%

128,081

1,158 (9)

192

352

Scottish
Power

41%

1,030,523

1,147 (8)

161

341

Npower

48%

1,186,081

1,166 (10)

158

360

EDF

52%

1,503,954

1,142 (7)

125

336

Utility
Warehou
se

53%

247,959

1,123 (4)

99

317

E.ON

61%

2,046,015

1,133 (6)

222

327

British
Gas

67%

4,477,308

1,090 (1)

62

284

SSE

71%

2,408,529

1,121 (3)

96

315

This approach has a number of advantages:
●

●

16

It is simple to implement and understand. While it assumes away some
complexity in the energy market, it does so in a way that gets to the heart of the
matter - how much suppliers are punishing their customers for their loyalty.
The burden on business is low. The data request to suppliers is simple and only
made to the 10 largest suppliers, reducing the burden on new entrants to the
market. Given the loyalty penalty is more pronounced among incumbents in the

Ofgem publishes supplier standard variable tariff league table, December 2017
10

●

market, this captures the vast majority of the problem. The remaining data is
captured from commercial data sources.
It provides an adequate benchmark. This exercise can be repeated regularly to
measure how successful companies are in reducing how much they charge loyal
consumers or, alternatively, whether more robust interventions are required.

However, there are reasons for thinking that this simple approach will not transfer cleanly
to other markets. That’s because, despite significant tariff diversity, energy is a relatively
simple product. This in turn makes the price differentials for comparison straightforward:
each supplier has a single tariff that loyal consumers default to and a comparable best
available deal17.
All the markets we consider below also have defaults that consumer roll on to. But that’s
where the similarities end.

Product diversity and measuring
loyalty
Measuring the loyalty penalty in energy is simple because product diversity is low: energy
is energy. However, in other markets where the loyalty penalty exists, this isn’t the case.
We estimated the loyalty penalty in five other markets18:
●
●
●
●
●

Mortgages
Insurance
Savings accounts
Mobile phones
Broadband

Each of them has considerably higher product diversity than energy - for example, there
are over 4,600 different mortgage products available19.
This makes the approach outlined for energy infeasible. To take broadband as possibly
the closest comparison to energy, tariffs and products differ by broadband speed, amount
of data, contract length, setup and exit fees, and connection type. Any combination of
differences on these variables can lead to a dizzying quantity of possible tariff types.
Telecommunications are also often bundled with other services, like pay-for TV or phone
lines, adding to the potential complexity.

Some energy suppliers - who do not charge a loyalty penalty - only offer a single tariff so the
difference between these two is in practice zero.
18
The cost of loyalty: exploring how long-standing customers pay more for essential services,
Citizens Advice, February 2018
19
15th month of mortgage product growth, Moneyfacts, 07/08/2017
17
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Products only get more complex from there. In financial services like mortgages and
insurance, one way to think about what consumers are purchasing is a bespoke tariff:
based on the amount that people wish to borrow/insure and a wide variety of information
about their personal circumstances to assess risk.
However, this complexity shouldn’t dissuade from attempts to measure the loyalty
penalty. In fact, the greater difficulty for consumers in knowing t hey are paying a loyalty
penalty in these markets makes it all the more urgent a problem to understand and fix.
The basic prerequisite of a well functioning market is information: if consumers can’t work
out whether they’re getting a fair deal from their provider, markets won’t work in their
favour.
We propose three ways in which this problem can be measured by regulators in different
contexts. In brief these are:
1) Measuring the loyalty penalty for a sub-set of products in these markets. This
would not necessarily be a representative sample of products, but might be the
products that we know vulnerable or low-income consumers are particularly likely
to purchase.
2) Measuring the loyalty penalty for a representative sample of products in
these markets. S
 ome markets will have great tariff diversity, but it will be possible
to choose a selection of products which provide sufficient coverage to be indicative
of the cost of loyalty for the whole market.
3) Measuring the total loyalty penalty for each firm in each market. T
 his is the
strongest version of the the scorecards, and would require businesses to estimate
the costs of loyalty themselves. It is feasible in every market.
This response explains each option in turn and how it could be implemented for each
market we have considered. It is not intended as the final word on measuring the loyalty
penalty and we look forward to further conversations with regulators about how best it
should be implemented.

Measuring the loyalty penalty for
basic products
One of the reasons we care about the loyalty penalty is because of its impacts on low
income and vulnerable consumers. As multiple studies have concluded,2021 the loyalty
penalty is a significant driver of ‘a poverty premium’ - the additional amount that lower
income consumers pay for essential goods and services. One therefore might wish to
identify the loyalty penalty for the cheapest available products.
Measuring the Poverty Premium, Social Market Foundation
The Poverty Premium - When low-incomes households pay more for essential goods and
services, University of Bristol
20
21
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We used a similar approach to measure the loyalty penalty in the broadband market,22 by
looking at:
●
●

The cheapest basic broadband contracts offered by providers online for BT, Sky, EE
Virgin Media & TalkTalk
The out-of-contract price for each provider

This revealed the costs summarised in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3: Price differentials for cheapest basic broadband contracts23

This shows the majority of information provided by the Ofgem SVT comparison. We
supplemented this information with polling on the number of people paying this penalty
(by asking people about contract length) by provider (by asking people who provided their
broadband) to estimate the market-wide scale of this problem. However, regulators can
and should simply request this information directly from companies, getting the actual
market wide data. In the example of broadband, this request would be for every company
to provide information on the number and proportion of their customers on
out-of-contract basic broadband deals. It should also be supplemented with information
about the market’s cheapest offer.
This is the simplest implementation and would provide illuminating information regarding
the broadband market. It may also provide indicative inferences regarding the size of the
loyalty penalty for other broadband products (e.g. higher speed products or bundled
products). Given the growing number of consumers using triple play bundles (landline,
broadband + pay-for TV), this model could indicate the size of the loyalty penalty for this
bundle as well.

22
23

Exploring the loyalty penalty in the broadband market, Citizens Advice, April 2017
Used here for illustrative purposes; figures are from 2017
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However, it does not provide a full picture of the problem. Relatively small proportions of
the market are on these products24. If scorecards for price differentials formed a powerful
reputational incentive, it could also encourage gaming from companies. We’ve seen this in
the broadband market previously - Virgin Media already don’t have an in-and-out of
contract price for their basic broadband deal, but do for many other more initially
attractive promotional deals. Whatever tariffs one selected for this type of measurement,
it runs the risk that provider behaviour will adapt and offer different tariffs that escape
the confines of what is being measured.
Implementing this approach in other markets
This approach is feasible for the broadband market. Figure 4 provides our high level
analysis of whether it would be feasible in other markets.
Figure 4: Measuring loyalty for ‘basic’ products in other markets
Market

Are there
‘basic’
products?

How would it be measured?

Limitations

Mobile
phones

In principle but difficult to
estimate
because there
are different
combinations of
handset &
tariffs. In
practice,
therefore,
unlikely to be
tractable.

If tractable, select the most
common low-cost handsets
and tariffs and compare the in
and out of contract price for
each provider. Data request of
companies for number of
customers on each deal.

The most common low-cost
handsets changes over time so
longitudinal comparisons
would be limited. Only three
suppliers offer full bundled
contracts anymore.

Savings

The most
common
product is the
easy access
savings product
25
.

Calculate the difference in
interest earned on an easy
access savings product in in
year 1 and the interest earned
when moved to a variable rate
in year 2.

Does not provide whole of
market data - otherwise
tractable.

Data requests of companies
with number of customers on
each deal.
Mortgages

No - but
archetypical
fixed rate prices
for below
median income
consumers
could be

Regulators could work with
companies directly to identify
quotes for fixed rate prices.
This would be compared with
a) typical SVR rate for transfer
customers and b) their actual
SVR rate.

Isolating the price differential
for lower income families could
be difficult (if, for example and
as would be expected, they
have systematically different
interest rates to other income
profiles).

Ofcom, P
 ricing trends for communications services in the UK, May 2018
Worth roughly £354bn, or 50%, of the personal savings market: C
 ash Savings Market Study, FCA
2016
24
25
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calculated from
providers’
online
mortgage
calculators.
Insurance

No. It seems
unlikely that
this method is
possible for
insurance.

Data requests to companies
would estimate the number of
customers on each deal.
N/A

N/A

Measuring the loyalty penalty for
representative products
The loyalty penalty is unfair for all consumers, so regulators should also try to estimate
the loyalty penalty for the average consumer. We’ve calculated that it costs loyal
consumers almost £1,000 across 6 markets26. Regulators should therefore identify the
loyalty penalty for the average product, or a subset of products that make up the majority
of that market.
This requires judgement about what a representative product or set of products is in each
market. We used this approach to measure the loyalty penalty in the mortgages market27,
by looking at the standard variable rate & first-time buyer 2-year and 5-year fixes, treating
the latter fixed products as representative of the whole market. We identified the best
prices for the six leading mortgage companies which represent 69% of the market.
We supplemented this with data from the Bank of England survey of mortgage users to
estimate the size of the loyalty penalty. In practice, regulators would be able supplement
this with market-wide data by making requests of companies directly.
Similarly, one could make assumptions about the representative products in broadband.
For example, Ofcom could base their analysis on median broadband speed, or selected a
weighted average of different speed broadband products to identify the right bundle to
estimate a firm’s loyalty penalty28.
This leaves open the question of whether it is appropriate to treat these products as
representative for the market as whole. We are not in a position to answer these
questions definitively, but regulators should be able to. In any case, measures for some
products that are likely to be representative of the wider market would be a better
position than we find ourselves in now.

The cost of loyalty, Citizens Advice, January 2018
Exploring the loyalty penalty in the mortgages market, Citizens Advice, July 2017
28
Perhaps drawing on survey data in the C
 ommunications Market Report 2017
26
27
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Measuring the loyalty penalty for representative products in other markets
This approach is feasible for the broadband market. Figure 4 provides our high level
analysis of whether it would be feasible in other markets.
Figure 4: Measuring loyalty for ‘basic’ products in other markets
Market

Are there
representative
products?

How would it be
measured?

Limitations

Mobile
phones

For similar reasons as
above, it is difficult for
this to be tractable.

Select the most common
handsets in each bracket
and compare the in- and
out-of-contract price for
each provider.

The most common
handsets change over
time so longitudinal
comparisons would be
limited.

Data request of
companies for number
of customers on each
deal.

Only three suppliers offer
full bundled contracts
anymore.

Calculate the difference
in interest earned on
these products in year 1
and the interest earned
when moved to a
variable rate in year 2.

Does not provide whole
of market data.
Otherwise tractable.

A limited method would
be to look at the most
common handsets and
tariffs in each mobile
price tier (as we have in
the past, separating
between under £300,
£300-£600 and over
£60029).
Savings

A weighted average of
deposits in easy access,
fixed term bonds and
fixed term cash ISAs.

Data requests of
companies for number
of customers on each
deal.
Mortgages

Yes - 2 year & 5 year
fixes are archetypical
mortgage products.

Regulators could work
with companies directly
to identify quotes for
fixed rate prices. This
would be compared with
a) typical SVR rate for
transfer customers and
b) their actual SVR rate.

Calculations for individual
products may not be
generalisable to the
whole market.

Data requests to
companies would
estimate the number of
customers on each deal.
Broadband

Yes - either the most
common tariffs or by
some critical variable
(e.g. speed).

Identify in- and out-ofcontract pricing
information for chosen

Calculations for individual
products may not be
generalisable to the
whole market.

Mobile phone networks overcharging loyal customers by up to £38 a month, Citizens Advice,
October 2017
29
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representative tariffs for
each firm.
Request data from firms
on number of customers
on each tariff.
Insurance

No. It seems unlikely
that this method is
possible for insurance.

N/A

N/A

Measuring the loyalty penalty at the
firm level
For the markets in which they’re feasible, the preceding proposals are implementable with
relative ease. They will provide valuable information about the extent of the problem for
regulators, Government and consumers. Yet they have certain drawbacks:
1) Neither option provides a total answer to the questions: how much are companies
overcharging loyal consumers? And for how long? Each provides a snapshot for
certain consumers which does not provide a full analysis of the problem.
2) For some markets - namely insurance, though we imagine smaller difficulties in
other markets - the approaches proposed will not be tractable at all.
A third approach is needed if these questions are to be answered. It’s instructive to
consider how the Financial Conduct Authority estimated the increase in costs for loyal
consumers in the insurance industry30.
Insurance case study
There are reasons you would expect the loyalty penalty to be difficult to estimate in the
insurance industry. The first is that there are so many risk variables for each individual
consumer that change over time, that it is difficult to meaningfully compare costs across
consumers and for consumers at one time and then at a later time. The second is that the
cost of insurance is only ever determined e x post: insurers themselves only ever know the
cost to serve a consumer when the claim comes in. Both these factors make it difficult to
analyse the cost of loyalty from outside the industry.
However, it remains possible in aggregate. The FCA worked with three home insurance
providers to compare the cost of insurance premiums in each renewal period - comparing
the total revenue for each of these customers groups identifies a raw figure for how much
more loyal customers are being charged. You can then divide the difference between each
customer cohort by the number of customers in each year to arrive at a per-policy loyalty
penalty.
Occasional Paper No.12: Encouraging consumers to act at renewal, Financial Conduct Authority,
December 2015
30
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To determine whether loyal customers had a higher claim cost than new consumers, the
FCA also checked average claim costs for each cohort with one firm, and concluded there
was no difference. For the three firms, they concluded an average annual percentage
loyalty penalty.
Putting the onus on companies
This is somewhat of a burden for regulators to do themselves, but one would expect that
companies themselves would be able to do it with relatively trivial ease. They will know
how long each customer has been with them. They will know how much they are charging
them. Subtracting one from the other gives a raw figure for the loyalty penalty in each
annual cohort of customers.
Market or firm specific adjustments may well be necessary - some tariffs or products may
only have been available in certain years, for example. Certain controls on the data may
need to be put in place. But overall, this approach has merit: companies are the ones
charging consumers the loyalty penalty, so the onus should be on them to measure and
to fix it. If companies wish to make arguments about systematic differences in
cost-to-serve for loyal customers (as has been common in the energy market) they are
free to do so. Regulators should have responsibility for ensuring this happens and making
sure companies measure it in an appropriate way.
This provides the best answer to how much companies are overcharging loyal customers,
though it doesn’t offer a hugely granular answer. It won’t answer an individual’s question
about how much they themselves are being overcharged for loyalty, for example. But
such questions are difficult to answer except in the aggregate. It is therefore the most
useful way of both identifying the companies that overcharge their loyal customers the
most and avoiding longitudinal comparison problems that will be present in both of the
preceding methods.
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Response to Question 5
Is there a need to change the current consumer advocacy arrangements in the
telecommunications sector? If so, what arrangements would be most effective in
delivering consumer benefits, including for those who are most vulnerable?

Summary
Consumer advocacy arrangements in the telecoms sector need to be updated and
strengthened. Telecoms has evolved rapidly since our current regulatory arrangements
were first set up in 2003 and have now become an essential service.
Consumers face more problems with telecoms services than any other essential service.
And these impact on their ability to communicate, work, study, bank or shop. Small
businesses and self employed people also rely heavily on telecoms services to run their
businesses, so when they experience unreliable service this has a negative impact on
productivity.
These issues are only likely to grow as the telecoms market rapidly evolves and more
services move online. There are a large number of current and upcoming policy debates
that will significantly impact the structure of the telecoms market and consumers’
experience of it. Up to now, the main voice in these debates has been a well resourced
industry lobby. Unlike other essential service sectors, such as energy, post, water and
transport, telecoms consumers do not have a fully independent, statutory consumer
advocate to represent them in key decisions that affect the service they receive.
Organisations such as Which?, uSwitch and Citizens Advice are doing a good job, with
limited resources, of highlighting some telecoms consumer issues. But we cannot engage
consistently across all of the largest and most complex questions facing the sector. So, as
it stands, Ofcom has to act both as the judge and the advocate. We, therefore, believe the
most effective way to strengthen consumer advocacy and improve outcomes for the
millions of consumers in the telecoms market is to establish a statutory consumer
advocate.
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Is there a need to change the current consumer
advocacy arrangements in the
telecommunications sector?
Telecoms is an essential service
Broadband and mobile phone services are essential for today’s consumers, sitting
alongside established services like energy and water. Nearly all of us (96% of UK adults)
have a mobile phone, and more than 8 in 10 (82% of UK adults) have access to broadband
services.31
The current regulatory and consumer landscape for telecoms was created in 2003, when
the use of communications technology was very different. Today 88% of adults own a
smartphone32 - a product that didn’t exist in 2003.
The way we interact with Government services, utilities and retail has also changed
significantly. The migration of these services online, and the dominance of mobile and
broadband as our primary form of communications technology, contributes to telecoms
becoming an essential service. For example:
●
●
●

Almost 2 in 3 people (64% of UK adults) now use online banking services, and this
is likely to increase as major banks continue closing branches33.
By the time Universal Credit is fully rolled out, over 7 million households will be
applying for and maintaining their claim online.34
UK shoppers spent an average of £1.2 billion online each week in 2017, an increase
of 10% on the previous year35.

Mobile and broadband services are also vital to the success of the digital economy. New
technology allows us to work more flexibly than ever before. Many people now just need
a smart phone, laptop or tablet and an internet connection to work wherever they want.

Telecoms problems affect more people than any other essential service
There is widespread evidence that consumers have more problems than most other
sectors. The Institute for Customer Service, for example, ranks customer service in
telecoms and media as second worst of out 13 sectors.36 And the European Commission’s
Citizens Advice, ‘ Access denied: The case for stronger action to protect telecoms consumers’
(2018)
32
Polling commissioned by Citizens Advice for Access Denied: The case for stronger action to
protect telecoms consumers
33
Ofcom, ‘ Internet uses and attitudes’, 2017; The number of branches provided by the big six banks
has fallen by over 30% since 2000. See House of Commons Library, ‘Bank Branch closures’, 2017
34
Citizens Advice, ‘ Delivering on Universal Credit’, 2017
35
Office for National Statistics, ‘Retail sales, Great Britain’, November 2017
36
Institute for Customer Service, UKCSI: The state of customer satisfaction in the UK - January 2018.
31
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Consumer Markets Scoreboard ranked consumer detriment (defined as financial loss,
time wasted or stress) in telecoms markets higher than any other market surveyed.37
Citizens Advice research shows that UK consumers have more issues with telecoms
services (mobile, broadband, landline and TV) than any other essential service - 27.6
million problems per year.38
Among the many issues we see across the sector are:
Broadband customers paying an average ‘loyalty penalty’ of £113 per year for not
switching, with low-income households and older people disproportionately
affected.39
● Millions of mobile customers being charged unnecessary excess amounts of up to
£38 per month for phones they already own if they don’t switch or upgrade at the
end of their contract.40
● Disproportionate and unreasonable exit fees for broadband customers who
receive poor service or move to an area where the same service is not offered.41
● Poor speeds and persistent connection failures in broadband services, where 6 in
10 customers have experienced an issue in the last year. 1 in 5 suffered very slow
speeds, and 17% had frequent connection drop outs.42
●

Telecoms problems impact on small businesses and productivity
Problems with telecoms services can have a significant impact on individuals and the
wider economy. 1 in 4 people who had a problem with their broadband service reported a
fair or great amount of impact on their work or study, rising to 1 in 3 for 25-34 year olds43.
Research by the Federation of Small Businesses found that nearly all (94%) of small
business owners rate a reliable broadband connection as critical to the success of their
business44.
The vast majority of small businesses and self employed people use the internet for a
range of activities such as to access the web, send and receive emails, order goods and
European Commission, ‘Consumer Markets Scoreboard: Making markets work for consumers.
2016 edition’
38
C
 itizens Advice/Oxford Economics, ‘Consumer detriment: counting the cost of consumer
problems’ (2016).
39
C
 itizens Advice, ‘ Exploring the loyalty penalty in the broadband market’, 18 April 2017.
40
Citizens Advice, ‘Mobile phone networks overcharging loyal customers by up to £38 a month’, 20
October 2017.
41
Citizens Advice, ‘ Exit Fees’, 2018.
42
Which?, ‘Best and worst broadband providers of 2017’, 20 April 2017; Which?, ‘Update: bad
broadband? You’re not alone…’, 3 July 2017.
43
Citizens Advice, ‘ Access denied: The case for stronger action to protect telecoms consumers’
(2018)
44
Federation of Small Businesses, T
 he fourth utility: Delivering universal broadband connectivity
for small businesses across the UK, July 2014
37
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services, bank and access HMRC services45. So when small businesses a
 nd self employed
people experience problems with telecoms services it impacts on productivity.
Almost half of small businesses experienced a problem (e.g. poor service reliability, total
loss of service, slow download speeds) with their fixed internet over a 12 month period in
2016. Of those, 84% said it had an impact on their business12.

A quarter of people are regularly unable to send emails due to the speed or
reliability of their broadband46
Fig 2: Consumers ‘always’/’regularly’ unable to perform tasks due to quality of
broadband connection

International evidence of detriment in telecoms markets
The European Commission’s Consumer Markets Scoreboard compares 29 services
markets across the EU. In 2016 it found ‘persistent issues’ in telecoms markets. Total
consumer detriment (defined as financial loss, time wasted or stress) in telecoms
markets was higher than any other market surveyed.47 Overall, telecoms has lagged
Ofcom SME experience of communications services - 2016 - data for businesses with fewer than
10 employees
46
Citizens Advice, ‘ Access denied: The case for stronger action to protect telecoms consumers’
(2018)
47
European Commission, ‘Consumer Markets Scoreboard: Making markets work for consumers.
2016 edition’
45
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behind the improvements seen in other markets since 2013. The UK score for mobile
and landline services was in line with the EU28 average, but internet services scored 2
points lower.48
The research shows telecoms consumers are the most likely to have experienced a
problem, and in mobile and landline services the proportion of consumers who have
experienced problems has increased since 2013.
The European Commission also found that, across the EU28, consumers who have
problems with mobile telephone services recover only 14% of their losses on average.49
This is the lowest amount recovered through redress across all markets surveyed.50 The
total post-redress financial detriment of telecoms consumers estimated to be between
€2-6.8 billion per year. It also takes telecoms consumers between 5.7 and 6.6 hours to
resolve each problem. This is twice as long as it takes to resolve problems with train
services.
BEUC, the European Consumer Organisation, state that “the current regulatory rules of
the telecoms sector have not delivered a vibrant broadband market across the EU.
Consumers still face limited choice, barriers to switching, restrictions and unfair
conditions in their contracts. Roaming charges remain high and competition does not
deliver in consumers’ interests.”51

Telecoms consumers should have an independent voice in decisions that affect
their future.
The issues above are simply a snapshot of those facing consumers and small businesses
today. Telecoms is unique in being subject to rapid technological change while performing
an essential service - which means consumers are likely to face new challenges over time.
Innovation brings benefits for consumers in the form of new products, faster speeds, and
often relatively lower prices. However, it also presents challenges. Rising consumer
expectations may not always be met. There is a risk that some people will be left behind if
they cannot access new services. And because we increasingly rely on telecoms for work,
study and keeping in touch, the potential detriment when things go wrong is growing.
New services can also create new consumer problems, such as complex pricing or an
increased risk of consumers being misled when they buy unfamiliar products. Research by
Doteveryone also highlights the increasing security and privacy issues that have emerged
Ibid., page 185
European Commission, ‘Study on measuring consumer detriment in the European Union.
Executive Summary’, February 2017
50
Markets surveyed: Household appliances; Loans, credit and credit card; Mobile telephone services;
Electricity services; Train services; Clothing, footwear and bags.
51
BEUC, Digital Rights: Telecoms Single Market.
48
49
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from developing technology - these questions are generally likely to be beyond the scope
of this consultation but highlight the importance of consumer protections keeping up with
technological change.52 Policymakers face a difficult challenge in promoting innovation
and competition, whilst also ensuring consumers are adequately protected.
There are already a large number of technical debates about issues that will significantly
impact the telecoms market for years to come. These include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The rollout of full-fibre broadband
The design of the broadband Universal Service Obligation
The relationship between BT and Openreach
Wholesale broadband pricing
Retirement of BT’s public switched telephone network
Mobile spectrum allocation and 5G infrastructure

These technical debates will have an enormous impact on the services consumers receive
and the prices they pay. To be constructive, participants in these debates require a deep
and technical understanding of the sector, and the resources to remain engaged over the
long-term. Currently, industry has a strong presence in these discussions, and it is
sufficiently resourced to continue contributing. However, there is no independent,
dedicated and well-resourced voice for consumers and small businesses to provide a
balance to the strong industry lobby. This means that the regulator is often the only body
providing robust consumer evidence and advocacy on the largest questions. However, it is
having to do this whilst also adjudicating on the relative merits of the industry’s case.
By representing the needs of consumers and small businesses, an advocacy body could
deliver dual benefits of both reducing the detriment and contributing overall to a better
functioning telecoms market.

Advocacy reduces detriment and empowers consumers
Consumer issues can go unaddressed in part because of a lack of policy and regulatory
focus, or because of structural power imbalances that enable well-resourced industry
participants to shape debates and outcomes in a way that advantage firms over
consumers.
A well-resourced consumer advocate could shine a spotlight on established and emerging
problems and ensure the consumer interest is taken into account as decisions are made.
Creating a dedicated telecoms consumer advocate, independent from but working
alongside the regulator, could deliver benefits for consumers:
●

52

A strong, independent voice on telecoms policy, providing balance to a
well-resourced industry.

Doteveryone: A
 ccountability in the digital age: Imagining an internet regulator, 2018
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●

Advocacy on pro-consumer issues unencumbered by the institutional constraints
that are inherent in any regulator’s mandate. An independent advocate can be a
catalyst for changes in industry practice, avoiding the need for regulation; can
spotlight issues for policy-makers’ attention; or can create space for the regulator
to act.

●

Front-line, trusted and specialised advice for consumers experiencing issues,
backed up by a more in-depth case-handling service for people in need of extra
help (akin to the Extra Help Unit for energy consumers).

●

Effective, targeted consumer education and awareness campaigns.

●

A dedicated voice for vulnerable consumers (such as rural, low-income, older,
linguistically diverse and disabled people).

Case study: Advocacy results in millions being returned to
energy consumers53
Network costs account for a quarter of UK domestic energy bills - £280 a year on
average. They have grown as a proportion of bills over time.
Energy networks costs are decided, not by competition with other companies, but
through complex regulatory price controls. Given the amount of consumer money at
stake, around £71bn across all price controls, it is vital that these are scrutinised
carefully.
We found that consumers are overpaying for energy infrastructure by £7.5 billion over
the course of the current 8-year price control. As a direct result of our advocacy, so far
SSEN has agreed to return £65 million and SGN has agreed to return £145 million to
consumers. Ofgem has also committed publicly to make the next price control much
tougher.54
See appendix 1 for further case studies of successful consumer advocacy across sectors
and internationally.

There is an advocacy gap in the telecoms market
A powerful, well resourced industry lobby is not unique to telecoms. Indeed, there is
nothing inherently wrong with a powerful industry lobby: businesses can provide
expertise to promote investment and competition. However, unlike in other essential
markets, the voice of industry is not counterbalanced by a strong, independent consumer
53
54

Citizens Advice, E
 nergy Consumers’ Missing Billions, 2017
Ofgem, ‘Tougher price controls for energy networks’, March 2018.
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advocate.
In energy, water, post and transport, the interests of consumers are represented by
dedicated, independent consumer advocates funded by a levy or Government grant. As
the chart below shows, consumer advocacy in the telecoms market receives considerably
less funding than in other essential markets.
Telecoms consumer advocacy receives the least funding of all essential services.

Fig 3: Average weekly expenditure and advocacy funding for essential services

Source: Figures for telecoms and transport are from publicly available reports for 2015-16. Figures for water
are from publicly available reports for 2016-17. Figures for energy and post are from 2017-18 Citizens Advice
grant agreement, including, an estimate (based on 2016-17 figures) for the costs of Citizens Advice Scotland to
ensure geographic comparability. Household spend from ONS: Components of household expenditure, UK
(2015/16)

Both the scale of funding and function is different in telecoms. Water, for example,
receives over 14 times more funding than telecoms. The role of consumer representation
in telecoms is fulfilled partially by the Communications Consumer Panel (CCP), a panel of
8 part time experts that is charged with giving advice to Ofcom and others on the interests
of domestic and small business consumers.55 The Panel can provide input early in the
regulatory process, offering strategic advice on how to represent consumer interests in
decision making. It was established and is maintained by Ofcom.

55

Section 16, Communications Act 2007.
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There are also other organisations such as Which?, uSwitch and Citizens Advice
highlighting areas of consumer detriment and making valuable contributions to debates.56
However, up to now, these organisations have not had the resources to engage on the full
range of issues that affect consumers in the telecoms market.
Consumer advocacy must be sufficiently well resourced to allow for thorough,
evidence-based representation and engagement in the most important debates.
However, as the table below highlights, with limited resources Citizens Advice has only
been able to engage with smaller scale issues.

Citizens Advice
policy
engagement

Issue

Scale of
consumer
impact

Live issues we
have been
actively
engaged with

Auto-compensation

M

Loyalty penalty - broadband, mobile handset separation

M

Mobile debt collection

S

Exit fees

S

Unregulated aspects of mobile handsets

S

Misselling in mobiles

S

Vulnerable consumers

M

Live issues we
have been
re-actively
engaged with

Mobile switching

M

Voice-line price regulation

S

Live issues we
are not engaged
with

Small businesses

M

Universal broadband and rural access

L

BT/Openreach, industry structure

XL

Wholesale access and pricing

XL

Mobile spectrum, coverage, rural access, and roaming

L

Consumer engagement, bundling, quadplay

M

Broadband fibre infrastructure, speeds, reliability

XL

See, for example, Which?, Best and Worst Broadband Providers 2018, and uSwitch, Connectivity
without complexity.
56
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Advertising fibre and broadband speeds

M

PSTN to VoIP (copper network switch-off)

M

EU telecoms regulation

L
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What arrangements would be most effective in
delivering consumer benefits, including for those
who are most vulnerable?
Options for extending telecoms consumer advocacy include:
1. An independent consumer advocate with a statutory mandate
This arrangement could closely resemble the overall setup of the statutory consumer
advocates for energy, water, post and transport. The consumer advocate would be run by
an organisation separate to, and independent of, the regulator.

Benefits of this model:
●
●
●

Improve outcomes for consumers by providing independent advocacy on the
policy debates, including expert input into large, technical issues
Could provide direct consumer advice, individual casehandling support for
vulnerable consumers, and consumer education
Independence would allow it to both work collaboratively with industry to improve
practice without need for regulation but also encourage regulator to act when it
identifies detriment

Limitations of this model:
●
●

●

Could cost up to 4p per broadband/mobile connection per year
May be unable to draw on confidential regulator information at early stages, but
this could be addressed through formalised arrangements between the regulator
and the advocate
Could require some form of legislation dependent on funding mechanism

2. Increased funding for the Communications Consumer Panel
An alternative option is to increase the funding for the Communications Consumer Panel.
The panel has experience and expertise in the telecoms sector and provides valuable
advice to Ofcom.

Benefits of this model:
●
●
●

Advisory body receives early sight and exclusive access to regulator
Panel could increase research capacity for new exploratory work and leverage its
existing industry expertise
No new infrastructure or legislation necessary - simply increase funding

Limitations of this model:
●

The CCP describes itself as 'a “critical friend” to Ofcom, rather than a campaigning
organisation'. The lack of a public facing profile potentially constrains the panel
29

●

●

model’s capacity to lead or influence wider debates and act as a catalyst for change
where appropriate.
An institutional link to Ofcom potentially makes it more challenging to raise
shortcomings in the regulator's own performance - publicly, with other
stakeholders such as Government, or in private with the regulator itself - if
necessary
Consumer panels are not set up to engage directly with consumers or provide
advice, and do not have a widely recognised brand.

We believe if an independent consumer advocacy body were set up, the CCP could
continue to perform a valuable role for the regulator.

3. Increasing funding for Ofcom
Another option for addressing the consumer advocacy gap could be to increase funding
for Ofcom.

Benefits of this model:
●
●
●

Regulator acts as consumer champion with legal powers and expertise to to
change industry behaviour
Regulator could increase size of consumer team working on telecoms
No new infrastructure or legislation necessary - simply increase funding

Limitations of this model:
●
●
●

The burden and inherent conflict of acting as judge and advocate in complex policy
decisions with a mandate to represent consumers and c ompetition
Regulators can lack brand resonance with consumers and rich direct engagement
with them
Would still leave the regulator as the only authoritative consumer voice in most
policy debates

Our view is that an independent consumer advocate with a statutory mandate
would be the most effective way of delivering consumer benefits. It could
perform 3 key functions:
1. A core policy advocacy function, resourced to effectively represent
consumers in important debates and to undertake independent research into key
consumer issues.
An effective advocate would work in private, feeding insights into policy debates
and consultations to balance the voice of industry. It would also operate in public,
working to highlight issues with consumers and decision-makers, generate
30

consumer awareness of their rights and issues in the sector, apply public scrutiny
on industry where appropriate, and create space for the regulator to act.
With greater resource, an advocate could move beyond the existing limited focus
of independent advocacy to work on large technical issues set out above such as
the rollout of full-fibre broadband. It would also be able to input into the design of
technical codes and guidelines.
While industry can, and must, be part of these debates, consumers should also
have robust representation beyond the regulator. As in energy, a statutory
consumer advocate could shed light on the problems consumers experience and
work closely with the regulator to secure better outcomes (and like in energy this
could involve a tripartite agreement with the regulator and ombudsmen57). It
would particularly focus on issues which disproportionately impact on vulnerable
consumers. An advocate could also engage with other authorities in its work, such
as The Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC), BEUC,
the Advertising Standards Authority, and the Information Commissioner’s Office.

2. A consumer advice function
This could comprise of two parts: a consumer helpline and a specialist
casehandling function for assisting vulnerable consumers, similar to the Extra Help
Unit that exists for energy consumers, currently run by Citizens Advice Scotland. A
well resourced consumer helpline could serve telecoms consumers directly with
problems that can be solved over the phone. A specialist casehandling function
would help solve more complex individual consumer issues, particularly where
they affect more vulnerable consumers.
Both services would generate more data for Ofcom and provide valuable insights
into how telecoms problems interact with other problems in people’s lives.

3. A consumer education function
Consumer education campaigns highlight how consumers can save money and get
a better service. They are becoming increasingly important as the industry evolves.
For example, with the rollout of superfast broadband, consumers need to better
understand what the term ‘superfast’ means, the service they can expect, and the
advantages it can deliver for them. An independent consumer advocate could run
awareness campaigns, create price comparison tools and provide ratings on
telecoms companies’ customer service performance.

In the energy sector, Ofgem, The Ombudsman Services and Citizens Advice have an formalised
relationship that allows effective data sharing and identification of consumer detriment.
57
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Telecoms consumer advocacy could exist solely in the form of an advocacy and education
body, or as a stand alone casehandling body. Both would provide significant benefits to
consumers and go beyond what is currently provided. However, the most effective
arrangement would be to combine these two elements in one statutory consumer
advocacy organisation. Performing these functions side by side allows an organisation to
base its advocacy work on the issues it identifies from providing advice and casehandling
support directly to consumers.

An independent consumer advocate would work alongside Ofcom and the
Government, adding value and avoiding duplication.
It is vital that a consumer advocate adds value and does not duplicate the work of the
Government, regulator or ombudsmen. Regular and ongoing engagement between these
groups would help ensure this is the case. The work planning arrangement for the energy
and postal consumer advocates - where advocacy bodies speak to core stakeholders
before publishing a draft work plan for the year ahead, followed by a formal public
consultation period - works well and effectively identifies any potential duplication before
approval of the final plan by the Secretary of State.
Data sharing between organisations is another way of working more effectively towards
the same goal whilst avoiding duplication. Under any model of increased telecoms
consumer advocacy, the consumer advocate would cooperate and collaborate closely with
Ofcom and, where appropriate, other regulators, Government and consumer bodies. In
particular, we envisage an independent consumer advocate would endorse:
●

Constructive sharing of telecoms consumer data from all channels of the
advocate’s consumer helpline, given its immense value in uncovering problems ‘at
the coal face’. As a result, this model would significantly e xpand the data available
to the regulator.

●

A full bipartite agreement (and ideally extended to a tripartite agreement including
relevant ombudsmen) between the independent advocate and Ofcom, to ensure
continued use of ongoing consumer research and to avoid risks of duplication. The
goal would be a pro-consumer regulator complemented by an independent
consumer advocate, each using their respective strengths.

Both the level of funding for a telecoms consumer advocate and the mechanism for
retrieving it would need to be carefully considered by Government. However, even if
funding were to match that of the water advocate (the body with the greatest funding) this
would amount to just 4p per mobile and broadband connection per year.

Conclusion
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Telecoms is a rapidly evolving market and consumers need a voice in the decisions that
affect the service they receive in the future. Unlike in other essential service markets,
telecoms consumers do not have a dedicated, well resourced independent advocate. This
gap in advocacy needs to be addressed and can be done most effectively by establishing a
statutory independent consumer advocacy body like those that exist in energy, post,
water and transport.
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Appendix 1: Case studies of successful consumer advocacy across sectors
and internationally

Case study: Australian Government decides telecoms consumer
advocacy is more relevant now than ever.
The Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) is Australia’s
communications consumer organisation representing individuals, small businesses and
not-for-profit groups. ACCAN is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia under
section 593 of the Telecommunications Act 199758. This funding is recovered from
charges on telecommunications carriers.
When first enacted, section 593 of the Telco Act intended to ensure the interests of
consumers were effectively represented to Government, regulators and industry. Since
then, telecoms services in Australia have changed significantly and they continue to
evolve rapidly.
The Australian Government conducted a review of ACCAN in 2016 to assess the need to
continue allocating funding. It received consultation responses from a large number of
key stakeholders, including regulators, consumer groups and industry. There was
consensus among respondents that telecommunications is an essential service and all
consumers should be effectively represented by a single consumer body. The review
concluded that the ACCAN’s funding should be continued59.
The Australian Government concluded that there was an ongoing need for consumer
participation in policy and regulation. Given the complexity of the evolving sector the
Government decided that a telecoms consumer advocacy body remained the necessary
model to ensure effective consumer representation26.

Case study: 250,000 low income water users have their bill
reduced by up to 80% thanks to consumer advocacy
The Consumer Council for Water (CCWater) is the statutory advocate representing all
water users in England and Wales. Their research found that many consumers struggle

Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
Australian Government, Consumer representation: Review of section 593 of the
Telecommunications Act 1997, 2016
58
59
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to pay their bill, with 1 in 8 water users they surveyed in 2013 saying that their bill was
unaffordable.
The 2010 Floods and Water Management Act introduced the option for water
companies to offer ‘social tariffs’. Social tariffs provide companies with an opportunity
to address the problem of water affordability by offering discounted bills subject to
certain eligibility criteria. However, it is up to water companies to decide whether to
introduce social tariffs, and what form - subject to consultation - they should take.
As of April 2013, only 3 water companies had introduced social tariffs.
CC Water worked with industry to develop, test, introduce and promote social tariffs
and other financial assistance schemes. By April 2017, all 21 water companies had
introduced a social tariff, some of which can reduce bills by more than 80% for eligible,
low income consumers.
As part of their work to promote social tariffs and financial assistance, CCWater held a
workshop in February 2017 showcasing their research on affordability. A range of third
sector organisations and utility companies attended to discuss how to best promote the
financial assistance available.
By April 2017, 262,000 consumers had signed up to a social tariff, twice as many as in
2016.60

Case study: Advocacy leads to triple the number of consumers
claiming compensation for delayed trains
Transport Focus (formerly Passenger Focus) is the independent transport watchdog,
representing all passengers and road users.
Research they conducted in 2013 found that a majority of consumers were not claiming
compensation when they were entitled to it. They found that awareness of
compensation and how to claim were low.61
The Office of Road and Rail subsequently published a report about passenger
compensation for delays in 2014. Informed by Transport Focus’ evidence, they
recommended that a ‘code of practice’ be developed to provide guidance to train
companies, ensuring they meet consumer law and industry standards in the
information that they provide to consumers.62
Transport Focus worked with industry and ORR to oversee the development of this code
of practice, which was implemented in 2014.
CC Water, Annual Report and Accounts 2016-17
Transport Focus, Annual Report and Accounts 2016-17
62
Office of Road and Rail, Passenger compensation and refund rights for delays and
compensations, February 2014
60
61
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In 2016 Transport Focus repeated their research. They found that 35% of consumers
were now claiming for compensation, compared to just 12% in 2013.63

63

Transport Focus, Rail Delays and Compensation - what passengers want, November 2016
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Response to Questions 12-15
Summary
There is a wide ranging consensus that the Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) system is
incoherent and confusing. There has been a proliferation of ADR schemes, with few clear
points of entry for the aggrieved consumer.
Below, we quantify the problem in specific, high value markets: second hand cars and
home improvements. We also recommend extending mandatory ADR across all consumer
sectors.
But we remain of the view that wider, more fundamental reform is needed. In particular
Mandatory ADR should be extended across all consumer sectors. Significant gaps
continue to exist where businesses choose not to sign up to an ADR scheme. The Government
should adopt the principle that participation in ADR should be mandatory across all consumer
sectors, regardless of the sector involved or the value of the claims consumers are making.
This should be monitored and reviewed if credible evidence emerges that the system is being
abused. There are certain areas that may require special attention in relation to this
recommendation including the private rented sector and consumer-to-consumer transactions.

In focus: used cars and home improvements
The Government has pointed to two markets - used cars and home improvements - with
high volume of consumer detriment. Here we set out our evidence of consumer problems
in these markets and remedies that could help resolve them.

High levels of detriment in the used cars and home improvements
markets
Complaints about home improvements and used
cars are high volume and high value. They are the
first and second highest ranked topics (by number of
contacts) to our Citizens Advice consumer service.
Since they typically account for about 9% and 10% of
all calls to the service (53,076 on home
improvements and 53,455 cases on used cars), they
are high incidence problems.
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Figure 1: calls on home improvements and used cars as a proportion of all
calls received

They are also high value problems. Our Consumer Detriment report in 2016 found that
the total cost of home improvement issues amounted to £2.6 billion.64 This is borne out by
data from our consumer service, which reflects these relatively high sums:

Market

Average cost

Used cars

£9,546

Home improvements

£10,000

The most common specific problem that people came to the consumer service for home
improvements with is problems with window & door fittings and, for used cars, defective
goods. A summary of the types and volume of cases reported to the consumer service for
home improvements is shown in Appendix 1.
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Citizens Advice, C
 onsumer Detriment, 2016
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Market characteristics
In each of these markets, complaints to our consumer service are linked to over 40,000
traders. This makes consumers more vulnerable, because they make transactions in
fragmented or non-traditional environments.
In the home improvements market, just 14% of sales in 2017/18 took place in a shop
setting, whereas 50% took place at the consumer’s doorstep and 19% over the phone or
internet. Doorstep selling can render consumers particularly vulnerable to detriment,
because of high-pressure sales techniques and the potential for deception.
Similarly, 77% of used car cases were from typically smaller, independent traders, which
can leave consumers vulnerable to unscrupulous trader practices. 57% and 64% of cases
in home improvements and used cars respectively involved a suspected breach of civil
law, which suggests that the lack of other dispute resolution mechanisms can make going
to court the only option.
The methods by which consumers pay these traders also open them up to inadequate
redress if things go wrong. When paying by credit cards, consumers are afforded some
automatic protection, such as the protection given by section 75 of the Consumer Credit
Act guaranteeing joint liability of consumers’ credit provider.
However, for home improvements, the largest numbers of sales seen by our consumer
service were paid for by bank transfer (23%) or by cash (21%). Only 16% of cases were
paid for by credit or debit card. A similar picture emerges in the used car market, in which
the biggest proportion of payment method (26%) was cash.
The message from our data is clear: the level of
detriment is high, existing consumer protections
do not offer guarantees, and courts are often the
only option they can pursue.

Alternative dispute
resolution
What solutions would help consumers achieve
remedy reliably? We know that consumer
problems in every market are common, costly
and disruptive. People spend more than 1.2
billion hours dealing with consumer problems a
year65. Our prior research has identified significant knock on effects: of people who have a
Citizens Advice, Citizens Advice Consumer detriment: Counting the cost of consumer problems,
2016
65
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consumer problem each year, one in seven face a severe financial impact as a
consequence66. Given the level of detriment present, this is likely to be particularly true in
the two markets above.
In many markets, good alternative dispute resolutions can make a real difference: they
offer easy ways to resolve problems with an independent body. They’re also much
cheaper than resolving the problem with the courts: consumers face direct costs up to 10
times lower with ADR than at court, where court fees alone can be up to £77567.
Consumers regularly spend more than 40 hours resolving their issue in the courts,
compared to typically less than 11 hours using ADR.68
ADR isn’t always good and the consumer experience and access has a long way to go. The
current ADR landscape between consumers and businesses is confused, lacking and
overlapping. If people call the consumer service, we help them navigate the ADR
landscape and have transfer routes in place with certified ADR providers69. But 72% of
consumers aren’t aware of free ADR services in regulated markets like energy and
financial services. In non-regulated sectors, this lack of awareness stands at 84%.70 It’s
therefore unsurprising that even fewer consumers end up using ADR services. In
regulated and non-regulated sectors respectively, just 8% and 5% of surveyed
complainants say that they have taken advantage of ADR services.71
However, extending ADR across used car & home improvement markets could make a big
difference - currently, if things go wrong, there’s no guarantee that you’ll be able to get
resolution outside the courts.

The current ADR landscape for used cars and home
improvements
Alternative dispute resolution in home improvements & used cars is voluntary. As with
many markets, firms are required to signpost to schemes and indicate whether they are
willing to take part - but there’s no requirement to actually take part. That means that,
when things do go wrong in these markets, consumers often lack accessible methods of
redress.

Many firms do take part in alternative dispute resolution schemes. But the number of
schemes available - particularly within the home improvement market - is complex and
may provide a non-standardised service. Even for our trained advisors, identifying
The domino effect: exposing the knock on effects of consumer problems, Citizens Advice
Small Claims Court: Settle consumer disputes legally, MoneySavingExpert
68
Resolving Consumer Disputes: Alternative Dispute Resolution and the Court System, BEIS, 2018
69
The 2015 ADR Regulations tasks the consumer service with performing the ADR helpdesk function
66
67

Citizens Advice, U
 nderstanding Consumer Experiences of Complaint Handling, June
2016
71
Ibid
70
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relevant schemes can be difficult. And while this is to some extent justified in the home
improvement market - which covers a lot of services and therefore a lot of expertise - it’s
hard to see the multitude of glazing arbitrators and plumbing resolvers as anything other
than deeply confusing. Table 1 shows a non-exhaustive list of some of the current ADR
schemes in used cars and home improvement markets.72

Table 1: Current ADR schemes in used cars & home improvements markets
Used cars

Home improvements

Motor Ombudsman Association of Plumbing and Heating Contractors
Independent Dispute Resolution Scheme
Scottish Motor
Trade Association

Cavity Insulation Guarantee Agency Independent
Arbitration Service for Customers

National
Conciliation Service

Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering
Investigation Committee
Confederation of Roofing Contractors
Consumer Code for Home Builders Adjudication Scheme
Dispute Resolution Ombudsman
Double Glazing and Conservatory Ombudsman Scheme
Federation of Master Builders (Conciliation)
The Glass and Glazing Federation Conciliation Scheme
The Glazing Arbitration Scheme
Home Improvement Complaints Service (Ombudsman
Services)
Home Insulation and Energy Systems
Independent Consumer Adjudication Scheme: Build-Zone
Kent County Council ADR Scheme
National Federation of Roofing Contractors
NHBC Resolutions Service
Painting and Decorating Association Clients' Advisory
Service
Plumbing Industry Licensing Scheme
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Scottish Decorators Federation
Small Claims Mediation UK (Mediation)
Trust Mark

How could ADR in these markets be made mandatory?
As we argue below, ideally consumer ADR would not be addressed market-by-market. But
it’s in particular need of reform in these high detriment markets. We propose that - in the
used car and home improvement markets - all traders be required to sign up to ADR
through either a professional trade association or other ADR provider who meets the
Chartered Trading Standards Institute’s (CTSI) approval and accreditation standards, as is
currently required. Unless the Government decides to go further and mandate single ADR
schemes, we think it’s appropriate that traders’ freedom isn’t limited beyond CTSI
accreditation. For some traders, it will be more economical to enter a professional
association; for others, direct ADR participation will suffice.
This would involve the Government (or an authorised regulator) enabling multiple ADR
schemes to operate as they currently do. Traders would then be required to participate in
the ADR scheme of their choosing, to which they would direct consumers after internal
complaints procedures are exhausted. The CTSI would, as now, oversee all ADR schemes
and provide a performance-monitoring function in order to achieve high standards of
service, harmonised practices and impartiality.
The Government should also ensure there is a central consumer access portal for
alternative dispute resolution in these and other markets, which assists consumers in
identifying which schemes they are eligible for and can use to make their complaint. This
could build on the ADR helpdesk function already provided by the Citizens Advice
consumer service.
There is debate over the virtues of diversity in the alternative dispute resolution sector.
However, this should not impinge on the consumer experience - knowing there is a single
place to access ADR is crucial to reducing the confusion for consumers, encouraging them
to use services when their detriment warrants it.
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Mandatory alternative dispute resolution need not
be more costly for responsible traders
The typical court case is a higher burden for traders than alternative dispute resolution.
Cases awarded against them in the small claims court can leave traders paying court fees
of up to £775, in addition to the cost of the claim and the (optional) instruction of
solicitors. And some consumer cases are so complex or the claim so large that they must
be heard by a higher court, with even higher expenses73.
In contrast, the cost of ADR for traders is widely recognised as lower74, whether through a
professional trade body subscription or through one-off ADR case costs. Financial awards
from alternative dispute resolution are also typically lower than would be awarded by the
courts.
Table 2 substantiates this for ADR providers in these markets who make cost data publicly
available on their website. The cost for small business ranges between £125 and £422 for
trade association memberships that offer ADR. Most of these providers do not charge a
per case cost, except in extreme circumstances - for example, if traders have made no
attempt to resolve the dispute.
Per case costs are manageable, if traders choose not to go down the trade association
route. For the average detriment specified above, costs are between £100 and £395 per
case.
There may be additional hidden costs (for example, some providers did not indicate
where there was an additional per-case cost) facing traders, but this indicates that the
cost profile for traders need not be high and, in any case, always appears cheaper than
going through the courts.

Table 2: List of fees by ADR provider
ADR
Motor Ombudsman

Scottish Motor Trade
Association

Membership fee

Additional costs

£195+VAT

£99+VAT if no attempt made to
resolve dispute

Not listed

There is a small scale fee involved
in going to arbitration but this is
the only cost – all the other
expenses are borne by the SMTA.
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Which. 2015. ‘When should I use the small claims court?’. Available at:
https://www.which.co.uk/consumer-rights/advice/when-should-i-use-the-small-claims-court
74
Trading Standards, January 2016, The Alternative Dispute Resolution Regulations - Guidance for
Business
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National Conciliation
Service

N/A

Sum claimed Fee to pay (inc VAT)
Up to £1,000: £57.20
£1,001 - £5,000: £103.40
£5,000 - £15,000: £206.80
£15,000 upwards: £413.60

Chartered Institute of
Plumbing and Heating
Engineering
Investigation
Committee

£201.50- £270

N/A

Confederation of
Roofing Contractors

£420.00

Dispute Resolution
Ombudsman

£125 + 8.5p per £1000 of
gross turnover

The Glazing Arbitration
Scheme

£395 plus VAT for documents
only arbitration
Turnover less than or
equal to £250,000 per
annum: £422
Turnover less than or
equal to £750,000 per
annum: £725
Turnover equal to or up
to £3,000,000 per
annum: £950

Plumbing Industry
Licensing Scheme

Turnover in excess of
£3,000,000 per annum:
£1,950

Scottish Decorators
Federation

Starting at £227.37 p/a
for sole traders.

Small Claims Mediation
UK (Mediation)

Fees per party (excluding VAT)
Claiming £1000 or less - £50.00
Claiming £1000 to £5000 £100.00
Claiming £5000 to £15,000
£300.00
Claiming £15,000 to £50,000 £425.00
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In fact, we think that the cost evidence indicates a very different conclusion than believing
mandatory ADR to be a cost burden on business. Responsible businesses know that they
get things wrong from time to time. They know that the typical court costs risk being
higher than the typical costs of ADR (which, for many schemes above, has a marginal cost
of zero if the trader has done nothing wrong). Their incentives are already well aligned
with using alternative dispute resolution - which, while not perfect, should be a less
intensive process for all involved. These is demonstrated by the evidence of industry
participation - at least 7,000 garages and car franchises are signed up to the Motor
Ombudsman alone, for example.75
But what are the incentives for irresponsible businesses, who are not attentive to making
sure things go right for consumers first time? These businesses won’t want to reduce the
costs of problem resolution overall, because alternative dispute resolution reduces the
costs for consumers as well. Better, they might reason, to bet on consumers not taking
the time, energy and money to use an uncertain court process and refuse to offer any
informal resolutions to consumers at all.
Participating in alternative dispute resolution probably is more expensive for these
traders - but this should be the case. These are the rogue traders that the Government
should want a consumer protection scheme to catch.
This is the strongest argument for making alternative dispute resolution mandatory in
these markets: reduce the cost for consumers settling problems with rogue traders and
make rogue traders pay the cost of alternative dispute resolution.
This in turn helps level the competitive playing field for responsible businesses who want
to settle disputes in a fair way. While some responsible businesses may have sufficient
confidence in their own complaints procedures to opt out of ADR, given the low costs for
business and the increase in customer confidence extending ADR should deliver, it’s
reasonable to extend it to all businesses. And you give consumers the reassurance that no
matter who they go to, there’ll receive adequate compensation.

ADR should be mandatory across all markets
We welcome the Government’s focus on home improvement & used car markets, as our
consumer service data does indicate that this is where some of the highest harms
currently occur. But the Consumer Green Paper could be an opportunity to pursue far
reaching ADR reforms. Indeed, we still believe that to meet the Government’s aim to make
ADR ‘more accessible and simpler for consumers’76, further reform is needed to the entire
ADR landscape. In this, we are in agreement with academic experts who believe that
systemic change is required to realise these aspirations and that ‘future institutional
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The Motor Ombudsman Annual Report 2016, The Motor Ombudsman

BEIS, Modernising Consumer Markets: Consumer Green Paper, April 2018
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design should be informed by principle...a holistic, not just single institution-specific,
approach is needed’’.7778
To achieve this, mandatory ADR should be extended across all consumer sectors with one
single entry point for consumers wishing to make a complaint.
Lack of consumer trust in the ADR landscape persists because of gaps in the market,
overlaps between sectors and inconsistent terminology. Second, the current ADR
landscape is not designed with consumers’ needs in mind, with ADR schemes competing
with each other at the expense of consumer usability.79 And finally, the lack of good
quality data, monitoring and standards-setting makes it difficult to examine the efficacy of
our current system and improve it.
As the Government’s Green Paper indicates, this can have consequences beyond
accessibility and poor service. Gaps in the market can leave thousands of consumers with
high-value complaints to fend for themselves against unscrupulous traders.80 While the
Citizens Advice consumer service and Trading Standards often help consumers fight their
own corner and navigate complex landscapes, it should be much simpler in the first place.
The priority should be fixing the markets with the highest level of detriment. But a further
prize would be extending mandatory alternative dispute resolution across all markets.

Christopher Hodges, ‘Consumer Redress: Implementing the Vision’ in Pablo Cortés, The
New Regulatory Framework for Consumer Dispute Resolution ( OUP 2016)
78
Carol Brennan, Naomi Creutzfeldt, Chris Gill and Carolyn Hirst, D
 esigning Consumer
Redress: Making Redress Accessible for Consumer-Citizens, June 2015
79
This is reflected in the Government’s own research, which finds that nearly half of ADR
users had problems with their service: BEIS, R
 esolving Consumer Disputes: Alternative
Dispute Resolution and the Court System, April 2018
80
BEIS, Modernising Consumer Markets: Consumer Green Paper, April 2018
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Appendix 1: Type and volume of problems in the home
improvement market
Table 4 below shows the type and volume of problems reported to the consumer service
in the home improvement market. As the majority of consumers’ problems with used cars
were regarding defective, unsafe or misrepresented goods, a similar list is not detailed
here.
Table 4: Type and volume of problems in the home improvement market
Goods/Service

Number of cases

(AB99) Other general building work

6332

(AB28) Window frames and doors

5808

(AB10) Fitted Kitchens

5578

(AB25) Roofing, roof sealing and chimney
repairs

5511

(AB24) Major renovations (including lofts,
conversions and extensions)

4234

(AB03) Plumbers and plumbing

3661

(AB27) Paving, driveways, patios and decking

3523

(AB19) Fitted Bathrooms

3453

(AC04) Double/triple glazing

2852

(AB05) Electrical services and installations

2063

(AC05) Conservatories/orangeries

1819

(AB02) Decorator services

1445

(AB22) Guttering and drains

1206

(AB11) Insulation

1074

(AB23) Home security systems

1074

(AC03) Glazing Services

898

(AB20) Electric garage doors and electric gates

726

(AB13) Wall coating and rendering

684

(AB14) Damp Proofing

651

(AB26) Scaffolding and skips

494
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17. Do you agree with the initial areas
of focus for the Consumer Forum?
Convened bodies are often a mixed blessing. On the one hand, they can lack clear
direction, fail to have buy in from their membership and take on more than they can
chew. But if they are given clear aims, have a well-defined remit and, in this context, are
led by a Government who wants to change things, they can be a powerful way of changing
policy and practice. It’s therefore critical that the Consumer Forum is treated as a
ministerial and departmental priority to drive change in regulated markets.
We agree that the Consumer Forum’s initial area of focus should be protecting vulnerable
consumers in regulated markets. For the Consumer Forum to be effective, it should align
with existing priorities for supporting vulnerable consumers, most notably the
consideration of minimum standards for people with mental health conditions.
In many cases, a consumer with mental health problems faces similar issues across their
essential services, irrespective of the market. These might be problems managing their
money, communicating with providers or resolving service issues. But the support offered
varies significantly between and within essential service markets. Without clear minimum
standards, it’s difficult for suppliers to be sure they are meeting their obligations - and it’s
difficult for regulators to hold them to account. From a consumer’s perspective, it’s
unreasonable that people’s needs are accommodated by some essential services but not
others. And it’s unreasonable that someone could switch suppliers to find they no longer
receive the same basic support.
Not only does this variability leave some vulnerable consumers without the support they
need, it also makes it difficult for consumers to know what support they are entitled to.
There is therefore a need for strong, consistent standards, endorsed at the highest
regulatory and governmental level.
This is something the Consumer Forum can treat as a first priority. In its first meeting the
Consumer Forum should:
1) Agree action that can be taken immediately to improve standards for people with
mental health conditions in essential markets
2) Identify and agree areas where further research by the UKRN and others into the
needs of people with mental health conditions is needed
In many respects, the action that’s needed to improve essential markets is plain and
already established by research. As a starting point, people with mental health problems
should be able to expect:
● Access to well trained, specialist customer support
● Priority repairs of faulty or broken equipment
● They won’t be prematurely disconnected due to lack of payment
● Any arrears or debts will be dealt with in-house, rather than being sold on, taken to
court or dealt with by a third party
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●

Providers should offer multiple ways for customers to get in touch in order to
request extra support.

Our current views on minimum standards for people with mental health conditions are
set out in B
 eyond good practice guides, which we also append to this response.
Progress on these issues should be enacted as quickly as possible. Alongside this, the
Consumer Forum should set clear timescales and expectations for UKRN’s work on
minimum standards. At the earliest possible occasion, the forum should invite relevant
bodies to present their evidence on the need for further minimum standards and the
potential standards that could be introduced. These minimum standards should aim to be
agreed by the start of 2019.
The Consumer Forum should drive regulators to think ambitiously about the support they
can offer to their vulnerable customers. It should also explore whether regulators’ existing
powers are adequate for supporting vulnerable consumers effectively. The Government
should be willing to extend these powers if needed.
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Response to selected other questions
Comments on data portability (Questions 1, 2, 3 & 6)
The Government should take forward the following in regards to data portability:
1. The Smart Data Review should consider whether current data portability
arrangements are sufficient to develop new service ecosystems and protect
consumers from lock-in and dominant providers
2. BEIS and regulators should review how automatic switching services can be
accessed and trusted by low income and vulnerable consumers
The following views are principally drawn from the energy market, where we have most
experience of monitoring the smart meter rollout and the accompanying data portability
issues. On this basis, we believe data portability is helpful to consumers in three ways:
First, it can unlock new service and ecosystems. We would particularly expect this in
energy, as a result of new smart meter data becoming available. This could enable third
party intermediaries and demand-side aggregators to provide new benefits to consumers
and reduce costs.
But there is reason for caution here. For example, our research81 found that the business
case for demand side response, which data portability may enable, is real but limited. The
Government should not treat data portability as useful in and of itself - its use is
determined by the business case for the services it enables. We think it data portability
will open up new options. But it is then for consumers and the market to decide whether
these options are worth it.
Second, it can protect consumers, e
 specially from being ‘locked-in’ to particular
services. One might expect this to be useful in the energy market, as smart home offers
develop and offers increasingly rely on access to past energy usage data.
In the smart appliance market, we’ve argued for data portability, but believe this should
go further to ensure for the interoperability of devices and to protect against lock-in82. We
welcome the Government’s intention to prioritise interoperability alongside data
portability.
We regard data portability as a necessary, but insufficient, protection for consumers. If it
is the only measure designed to protect consumers from ‘lock-in’ then it is likely to be
unsuccessful, as we would not expect all consumers to exercise their portability rights.
Third, it may reduce switching costs, by enabling new automatic switching services in
essential services. We think there is a real potential and prize here from data portability.
However, we should be mindful of why the success of existing automatic switching
81
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The value of time of use tariffs in Great Britain, Citizens Advice/Brattle Group, July 2017
See also, our recent evidence on proposals regarding setting standards for smart appliances
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services has been limited. To take the example of Flipper, its website states that
households using the service have saved £6.5 million, at an average of £385 a year - which
indicates that roughly 17,000 households have used its service. This is a decent start, but a
drop in the ocean compared to the 11 million households still on the worst value energy
deals or the millions who struggle to build up a savings buffer.
That’s because these existing services are targeting consumers who are already engaged and many of those consumers don’t want to give up any financial savings in exchange for
the convenience of never having to switch again.
Meanwhile, those consumers who could genuinely benefit from automatic switching
services are those who either lack the ability to engage, do not trust the market or cannot
access the best deals because they are digitally excluded. These consumers are extremely
unlikely to use cutting edge technology or trust that they will get a better deal if they do
so. They are, by definition, more expensive for companies to find and make offers to.
We think Citizens Advice is well placed to help address these problems of trust and access.
If we can work with trusted providers successfully, we could help them target low income
households more successfully, reducing households’ bills by hundreds of pounds each
year.
We are in the process of trialling how we best work with innovative consumer services to
test how well they work for our clients and how best to build them into our advice
processes. We’ll provide feedback to the companies we work with to shape the market to
ensure that innovation and digital services work for every consumer.

10. In what circumstances are personalised prices and search
results being used? In which circumstances should it not be
permitted? What evidence is there on harm to consumers?
We have examined personalised pricing in four essential markets: water, post, energy and
telecoms. We will be publishing research on these markets in the near future. There is no
evidence that personalised pricing is currently occurring in these markets. This is because:
●

●

Firms need data which they don’t have. Many essential service providers do not
yet have the ability to collect, store and analyse big data on the scale necessary for
personalised pricing.
The return on investment is too low. P
 ersonalised pricing requires investment in
new IT systems & algorithms. Since consumers tend not to like the idea of
personalised pricing, firms aren’t yet taking the risk on investing.

In the postal and water sectors, it’s unlikely that personalised pricing would emerge
under current price protections. P
 rice caps mean that it’s relatively hard for providers
to price above cost, or to segment between users. This might change in coming years. It’s
possible that the water sector will see the introduction of competition and an associated
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loosening of prices. And the use of online accounts for post and parcel delivery will make
it easier to segment consumers.
In the energy and telecoms markets, personalised pricing looks more likely. T
 he
pricing of energy and telecoms is more flexible, with a range of tariffs on offer in both
markets. These markets also have better access to consumer data, including personal and
usage data, providing firms with a fuller picture of their behaviour. In energy, the amount
of personal data will only grow, as the smart meter rollout is completed.
We think the challenges personalised pricing presents should be tackled now. Many of the
measures that currently protect consumers could also serve as important safeguards in
the future:
● Current price protections are vital - but these must be kept up to date, to ensure
those who are least able to manage don’t get left behind.
● Regulators need to keep up with technological changes - by maintaining
oversight about how data is used to inform pricing strategies and by monitoring
the cost of essential services for different consumer groups.
● More needs to be done to ensure that technological developments - such as
automated switching services - are used to benefit all consumers, not only
those who already shop around.

11. Should terms and conditions in some sectors be required to
reach a given level of comprehension, such as measured by online
testing?
Our research argues that terms and conditions should be judged by how helpful they are
to consumers.83 Companies in regulated essential markets should make their terms and
conditions simpler and more digestible. Given the differences in these markets, good
practice will vary. But all providers should have a one page summary sheet of key terms
and conditions, which should be tested for comprehensibility.

19. Does the competition regime provide the CMA and regulators
the tools they currently need to tackle anti-competitive
behaviour and promote competition?
No. The CMA should be given civil fining powers as a matter of legislative urgency.
Businesses that are not complying with consumer law currently have weak incentives to
modify their existing behaviour, as court orders will only restrain future misconduct.
Individual consumer redress schemes restrain current misconduct to some extent, but
are unlikely to address systematic problems. Giving the CMA civil fining powers would
improve businesses’ compliance, as the CMA would be quicker to act to penalise unfair
behaviour.
83

Against the clock: Why more time isn’t the answer for consumers, Citizens Advice, 2016
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As we exit the European Union, there will also need to be well defined mechanisms for
multilateral, cross border evidence sharing on consumer enforcement issues, and
reciprocal evidence request powers for national competition authorities.

21. Do you agree with the approach set out in the draft Strategic
Steer to the CMA? Are there any other areas you think should be
included?
The draft Strategic Steer represents an important step forward in the CMA’s direction. The
previous Steer focused too much on unalloyed faith in unmanaged markets to deliver.
This was illustrated by its starting quote, ‘The most important single central fact about a free
market is that no exchange takes place unless both parties benefit’.
The new steer, while retaining a correct belief in markets as a way of allocating scarce
resources, is more empirical and more nuanced. It’s right that the CMA should focus on
making sure markets work for the most vulnerable, that they focus on the least
productive markets and that they learn from the latest insights in behavioural economics
and in data science. A move away from abstract models towards how real consumers
think and behave is enormously welcome.
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